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Everscale Listed On ByBit
Thanks to the tremendous efforts of the listing team, the team's 
partnership with MarsDAO and astonishing community support, 
Everscale has made it to the world’s No. 7 exchange - ByBit - and 
set the all-time voting record with over 41mn votes. Trading for 
EVER opened up at 10:00 a.m. UTC on March 03, 2023. “It was 
cool! The feeling of victory is priceless” - said one member of the 
ProEver community.

EVERPOINT 
Preparation 
Has Started
Everpoint 2023 will take 
place in the UAE to 
reflect the updated 
priorities of the Everscale 
network and its synergy 
with the Venom chain.


Unlike last year, this 
Everpoint promises to be 
more intimate and 
business-oriented.


The team is currently 
working on drafting the 
main topics of the 
conference, the guest list 
and invited speakers, as 
well as the event's main 
theme.

Partnership 
with Ongroo
Everscale has signed an 
MoU with Korean artist 
group Ongroo. The group 
plans on launching an 
NFT marketplace on 
Everscale and promoting 
it in Korean art 
community. Korean 
media outlets have 
already highlighted the 
announced partnership.

RustCup Payouts Progressing
Following the recently accepted proposal, the payouts team has 
made great progress in verifying over 2/3 of the addresses of 
RustCup winners and depools, despite some challenges with 
support for the SafeMultisig contract by Qamon.

201
67%

Wallets confirmed

159
79%

Indicated depools

> 46
Depools in total

https://www.ongroo.kr/
https://www.bonmedia.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=473
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StEver Dashboard And Clusters 
Are Getting Closer
StEver has become extremely popular in the Everscale 
community and its figures are speaking for themselves: over 
100 mn staked EVERs and 30 depools in the system. STEVER 
token price has reached 1.03 EVER.


Following multiple requests, the team has designed a stEver 
dashboard that will summarize information about the token 
price, TVL, APY, holders, participating depools and relevant 
transactions.


The site will also add a staking page to facilitate stake 
management for those who prefer doing it on the web instead of 
in the wallet.


Besides this, the development team is currently working on the 
implementation of depool clusters that will let user set custom 
rules and quotas for groups of depools (that typically may be 
managed by independent validators).

Approved design of the stEver dashboard

Dev Digest
¢ Octus Bridge and 

stEver have undergone 
audits without critical 
bugs foun�

¢ Everscan admin panel 
backend is ready, 
pending frontend 
developmen�

¢ EVER Wallet 
extension received 
support of Ledger App 
v. 1.0.9 and new in-page 
provide�

¢ EVER Wallet mobile’s 
support of stEver has 
entered into final testin�

¢ DAO Builder has 
received proposal 
screens, currently in 
testin�

¢ Broxus Website design 
was updated following 
the recent releases and 
news; implementation 
will follo�

¢ Nekoton received new 
bindings for Python

Have You Provided Your 
Feature Requests For The 
T-Sol IntelliJ plugin?

Do it now at T-Sol GitHub! 
Your opinion matters!

https://github.com/broxus/intellij-t-sol/issues
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Non-Dev Digest
] EVER Wallet design for pending 

multisig transactionU

] EVER Wallet extension main menu UI 
improve[

] EVER Wallet extension design for 
changing seed passwor[

] StEver dashboard desigD

] Broxus February Quiz finished with 
37 participantU

] EVER Wallet documentation for 
contactU

] Broxus Discord has an official 
permalink noI

] AMA sessions with ByBit in Telegram 
and on Twitter SpaceU

] Updated Broxus website design

AMA sessions with 
ByBit gain lots of 
attention
The recent pre-vote AMA sessions held by 
ByBit and Everscale on Telegram and 
Twitter Spaces, drew the attention of over 
18,500 people. The impact of the AMAs 
was felt when voting time came around.

Anonymous Broxie Sold 
For 300,000 EVERs
One of the rarest items in the Broxie collection 
has been sold on the TokStock marketplace for 
300,000 EVERs, which exceeds the current 
collection floor price by 60 times.


Recently, the Broxie team has started to release 
its first utilities and partnerships (including 
reduced fees on TokStock), which has led to an  
increased interest in the collection items. Next 
week, Everplay will host a partnered Brawls 
Stars tournament.

Anonymous Broxie - one of the rarest NFTs traits  
in the collection

Collaboration with 
MarsDAO
Everscale is planning a massive collaboration 
with MarsDAO community, which was 
instrumental in supporting EVER in the recent 
Bybit vote. The partnership plan includes 
education, AMA campaigns, staking campaign 
and many more.

https://discord.gg/broxus
https://discord.gg/broxus
https://broxie.family
https://tokstock.io
https://everplay.gg
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FlatQube Review On BeInCrypto
BeInCrypto has published a detailed review of FlatQube.


In as recent article named “FlatQube Review: Crypto Exchange with Some of the Highest APRs in 
the Industry” the media outlet the most iconic features of the exchange like stable pairs, yield 
farming, n-pools and, surprisingly, stEver. In the context of crypto winter, BeInCrypto has 
portrayed FlatQube as a secure and reliable DEX with some of the highest APR in the industry.


BeInCrypto is a news and media platform focused on covering the latest developments in the 
cryptocurrency and blockchain industries with a total media reach (monthly visits) of 2.9M.

Telegram Channel 
Unification Is Over
Since the initial announcement a few weeks 
ago, Broxus has finalized the unification of its 
Telegram channels into Broxus Updates.


This channel will feature the latest updates on 
Broxus products, quizzes, promotions, 
corporate news, interviews, AMA sessions, 
and more.


The previous channels will remain reserved 
for future purposes, but will not be updated on 
a regular basis.

Reddit Weekly
In the past week, Reddit has featured six 
Everscale posts on TOP and HOT sections, 
with a cumulative 105 comments.

https://beincrypto.com/flatqube-review-crypto-exchange-highest-aprs/
https://beincrypto.com/flatqube-review-crypto-exchange-highest-aprs/
https://t.me/broxus

